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Abstract: Foveal light detection sensitivity was evaluated in 348 volunteers covering a large age range using an automated
perimetry performed in the Humphrey Field Analyzer II. Foveal sensitivity was measured using the Humphrey’s 4–2
bracketing strategy with a 30 dB initial stimulus intensity, at an inferior visual field location, a 0.431 (4mm2, viewed at 30 cm;
Goldmann III) spot of white light is presented on a 10 cd/m2 white background. The sensitivity measurement was performed
monocularly in both eyes randomly chosen. Our results showed a negative moderate correlation between age and the light
sensitivity detection of OD (r= -0.5591; p< 0.001) and OS (r= -0.6021, p< 0.001). A moderate positive correlation was obtained between the light sensitivity of the two eyes (r= -0.5986; p< 0.001). We conclude reporting aging effect in the foveal
sensitivity light detection suggesting functional decrease in perceptual function guide by developmental changes. Tolerance
limits for normative purposes were measured.
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1. Introduction
Foveal sensitivity to brightness is one of the most basic
visual functions related to the central vision since it is related to simple light detection in a static perimetry protocol
[1]. Despite being a simple task, there is a high probability
missed responses, either positive or false negative errors,
either by loss of fixation to the central target. Those missed
responses had a very negative impact on the visual field
result increasing the damage area or intensity [2, 3].
In the clinical application of the visual field perimetry,
normative values of the brightness are useful to compare
subjects with diseases and for diagnosis purposes. Visual
field brightness sensitivity perimetry is used as the main
diagnostic tool in glaucoma [4-7]. Important contributions
of the perimetry are related to the understanding functional
impairment related to retina damage caused by other eye
diseases including aged-related macular degeneration [8],
optical neuropathies [9-13] systemic diseases like diabetes
[14] or in drug intoxication by hydroxychloroquine [15-17],
vigabatrin [18], tamoxifen [19] and mercury vapor intoxication [20].
Those related impairment are almost all regarding to the

peripheral visual field scotomas or constrictions. No foveal
sensitivity is reported and the studies assuming that the
normative values embedded in the system is reliable for all
subjects. Considering the absence of studies of foveal sensitivity to brightness detection, the aim of our study is to
describe1 normative data for a large age range of ages.
These data also can contribute to the understanding of the
aging effect in this perceptual function.

2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
We evaluated 348 volunteers we evaluated 348 volunteers who were performing routine eye exams and did not
have any ocular disease in the Pacaembu Eye Clinic. They
were grouped according to their age in 13 groups ranging
from 15-85 years. See demographic details in Table 1.
Inclusion criteria were that participants had to have
Snellen visual acuity of 20/20 or better, an absence of oph-
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thalmologic disease or diseases that affect the visual system
(i.e. diabetes, multiple sclerosis), and had to be non smokers. Subjects with history of alcoholism, occupational exposure to toxic substances or with congenital color vision
deficiencies were excluded. All subjects underwent a complete ophthalmologic examination and anamnesis.
Informed consent was obtained from all subjects. The
procedures complied with the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki and were approved by the Ethics Committee of the
Pacaembu Eye Clinic.
2.2. Equipment and Procedures
There are different methods to perform measurement of
visual field sensitivities such as manual kinetic perimetry
using a Goldmann perimeter that allows analysis of the
entire visual field, and automated static perimetry that provides a reliable, accurate, and reproducible method of visual field testing, but is restricted to 30.1 or 60.1. In the
present study, we used the Humphrey Field Analyzer
II-model 750i (Humphrey Instruments, San Leandro, California, USA) to measure light sensitivity against a contrast-illuminated background. The standard automated perimetry (SAP) utilizes the Swedish Interactive Threshold
Algorithm (SITA) using the central 30-2 strategy. Foveal
sensitivity was measured using the Humphrey’s 4–2 bracketing strategy with a 30 dB initial stimulus intensity. At a
inferior visual field location, a 0.431 (4mm2, viewed at 30
cm; Goldmann III) spot of white light is presented on a 10
cd/m2 white background for 200 ms inside a “diamond”
shape built by four small high intensity lights.
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trols required brighter stimuli to reach threshold, and had
lower decibel (dB) sensitivity values. Similarly, higher dB
values represented more sensitive retinal locations (where
1dB ¼ 0.1 log unit). Sequences of test stimuli were presented randomly throughout the entire visual field, and the
sensitivity at each location was determined by the standard
Humphrey staircase procedure: the spot intensity was increased in steps of 4 dB until the patient responded with a
‘yes’ (seen), then it was decreased in steps of 2 dB until the
patient responded ‘no’ (not seen). After two such reversals,
the visual threshold was calculated as the average of the
four measurements.
The SITA program used in the SAP test reduces test time
by approximately 50% when compared with the full threshold program used in SWAP test, because the number of
stimuli presented is 29% smaller in normal fields [21, 22].
It is a more reliable psychophysical paradigm to measure
localized threshold. Reliability and efficiency of the SITA
algorithm is enhanced by (1) use of information about surrounding points, (2) use of information about threshold
values in age-matched controls, (3) reacting to changes in
the pacing of the test, (4) elimination of retest trials for the
10 points used to calculate short-term fluctuation in the full
threshold algorithm used in SWAP, (5) an improved method
of evaluating false positive and false negative reliability
parameters, and (5) use of a maximum likelihood procedure
for 18–20 estimates of threshold [21].
2.3. Statistical Analysis
The results were analyzed with the program Stastistica
11.0 (StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa, USA). Statistical analysis was
performed on the data from the two eyes of each subject,
and the first eye tested was randomly chosen. Full descriptive statistical was performed and the normality distribution
of the data was checked by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov &
Lilliefors test. We used the Repeated Measurement ANOVA
Test to compare the sensitivity data between groups and
gender with a post-hoc Fisher LSD test for group discriminability. For the correlation study, we used the Pearson R
correlation coefficient. In all analyses, p-values < 0.05 were
considered to be statistically significant.
Tolerance limits were calculated for normative purposes
according to the equation 1.
Tolerance Limits = Mean ± (K*SD)

(eq. 1)

in which K is a multiply factor based in the sample size
and the population coverage at a certain confidence level and
SD is the standard deviation [23]. In our study, we create
tolerance limits covering 95% of the population with a confidence of 95%, using a K factor of 2.549.

3. Results
All observers were optically corrected for the test distance. The observer’s task was to press a button to indicate
the presence of the light spot whenever it was detected.
Visual field locations of reduced sensitivity relative to con-

We tested for significant differences the light detection
sensitivity. Statistical differences were found between
groups for both visual field sensitivity in OD and OS (F=
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13.9, p< 0.001 and F= 17.9, p< 0.001, respectively). Group
differences were found between groups 1, 2 and 3 with the
older groups; groups 4 to 6 differing from the youngest and
oldest groups; groups 7 to 11 also differing from the
youngest and oldest groups; and finally, the groups 12 and
13 have different sensitivity than the youngest groups. The
difference indicates a reduction in sensitivity from the
youngest to oldest groups but with similar values in both
eyes (Figure 1). No gender differences were found in any
group.

Figure 3. Correlation between the sensitivities measured fro OD and OS
for all age ranges. Statistical analysis showed a moderate correlation.
Data shows a normal distribution with an overall ages sensitivity mean
between 35 to 38 dB.

Tolerance limits were obtained for each age group. Superior and inferior tolerance limits were shown in Figure 4.
Figure 1. Mean and standard deviation of the light detection sensitivity
measures for OD and OS. De columns are the groups from G1 (15-25 yrs
– in black) to G13 (81-90 yrs – in white). The black brackets on the upper
side shows the range

There is a significant negative correlation between age
and light detection sensitivity values for OD (r= -0.5591,
p< 0.001) and OS (r= -0.6021, p< 0.001) (Figure 2).

Figure 4. Tolerance Limits of the foveal light sensitivity detection for
clinical application. The gray area is the normality range between the
upper and the lower normality values presented near the points for each
age group.

4. Discussion

Figure 2. Tree dimension scatter plot of foveal sensitivity from OD and OS
correlated with age (scaling plotted as group). Each circle is a volunteer
result.

Correlation between the eyes was studied and a moderate
to high coefficient was obtained (r= -0.5986, p< 0.001)
(Figure 3).

Foveal sensitivity to light detection was successfully
measured and shown aging effect that should be considered
for diagnosis and clinical studies purposes. As we know, this
is the first developmental study evaluating this basic visual
function even with the perimetry had been used at decades
for analyze visual perception.
The aging effect was very robust and could evidence at
least four periods of reduction in sensitivity to light detection. The first period separate the youngest three groups,
suggesting that the sensitivity remains unchanged up to
thirty years. At this age there is a significant reduction in
sensitivity that has similar detection ability that last for the
next three decades. The third period of reduction in sensitivity occurs at the beginning of the sixties and the last reduction around the eighties.
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The relative sparse periods between the first three stages
of sensitivity could be explained by the function measured
and by the psychophysical paradigm used. Light detection
could be considered the simplest perception function. Both
the stimulus and the observer task are very basic which
means a low level function in the hierarchical visual information processing. The stimuli used are frequently a spot of
light of high intensity [1, 24]. We can argue that a very suprathreshold intensity and with low spatial and temporal
complexity stimuli suggest a poorer sensitivity to measure
small differences and lower reliability [25]. In our case, that
was reflected as difficult in detecting small changes by aging
grouping subjects with ages ranging in 15-30 years. The
second point that probably contribute to decrease the sensitivity in detect aging changes is regarding to the psychophysical task used, knowing as Yes-No paradigm. The subject had two possible responses to signalize their perception.
Pressing a button the system record as “yes” responses and
no answer are interpreted as “no” responses. However, this
simplest psychophysical paradigm, even under an adaptative
staircase procedure, are well know to show high variability
and mainly if “no” responses are recorded in the initial steps
of tenting [26-30].
Asymmetry responses between the eyes were confirmed
by a moderate correlation coefficient in our sample. The
possible origins of the asymmetrical response could be
physiological or regarding to the psychophysical task. Even
in normal subjects the eyes differing from each other in
many aspects. Probably the most influent should be the
optical physiology. Normal subjects exhibits differences in
their optical surfaces creating optical aberrations that are
unique for that eye [31]. The presence of optical aberration
differences generates small changes in eye’s sensitivity and
could support the moderate correlation found in our sample.
The psychophysical paradigm used for foveal light detection sensitivity is also a source of variation that has to be
considered. The staircase steps and routine used by SITA our
Full-Threshold strategies measured significant different
thresholds of 34.8dB and 33.3dB, respectively [32]. However, in our study, we obtained a moderate asymmetry using
the same strategy suggesting that other parameter of the
psychophysical test could also been negatively interfering in
the sensitivity measurement. The staircase step in foveal
measurement is a 4/2 double bracketing strategy, in which
initial steps coming from the suprathreshold intensities are
presented reducing a 4dB intensity after each “yes” response”. After a negative response, the intensities are increased in 2dB intensity until another “yes” response be
recorded. Threshold is calculated as the mean value of the
last “no” and “yes” responses. Since there is no much levels
and repetitions tested, a wrong “no” response in the beginning of the test could remain the intensities in suprathreshold
levels decreasing the sensitivity measured.
Experience and training could also be another variance
font. We addressed these questions and in another study that
we are conducting shows a better performance in the second
foveal measurement but with no learning effect (paper
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submitted).
We could not find studies focused in the developmental
aspects of the light sensitivity detection. It was surprising
since the perimetry is the main functional test related to the
diagnosis of very frequent and important ocular disease, the
glaucoma [5-7, 33-36] but also in other retina impairment as
in the diabetes [37-41], multiple sclerosis [10, 42-44],
mercury intoxication [20, 45], and drug intoxications with
hydroxichloroquine [16, 46-49], vigabatrin [18, 50] and
others. A possible explanation could be since glaucoma
initially shows periphery reductions in visual field the authors were much more interested and focused in study those
alterations than the central ones. One work found a mild
reduction in the foveal sensitivity in glaucoma in 15/35
patients evaluated but no values were present by the authors
[51]. We found one study reporting quantitative reduction
values for foveal light detection sensitivity in subjects with
Leber’s Hereditary Optical Neurophaty (LHON) [52]. Those
authors reported a reduction in the foveal sensitivity ranging
from 2.7 to 10.3dB compared to the baseline. Thus, we
believe that our work cover a relevant gap in the visual field
and perceptual development literature.
Recent studies in glaucoma are using additionally to the
white-to-white strategy a blue-yellow strategy in perimetry
[53-55]. Some studies have been reported that the perimetry
using blue stimulus on a yellow background, isolating the
S-cone pathway [56]could anticipate the impairment 3 to 5
years than using the white-on-white strategy even with the
high asymmetry in retina quadrants when compared with the
traditional stimulus [56]. Another relevant point to be
stressed here is that those studies are replicating the visual
field strategies, evaluating the periphery of visual fields with
no attention to possible central defects only detected by the
foveal measurement.
Tolerance limits for different ages were calculated for
clinical purposes since no study was found to analyze the
development of this basic visual function. We found to be
three cores of sensitivity levels that are more or less stable
over their range suggesting a more stepped than a continuous functional decrease. Our first core ends around the 35
yrs with a mean sensitivity of 38dB. The second core covers
the ages from 36 to 65yrs, with a mean sensitivity of 35dB
and the last core isolated the older patients with a mean
foveal sensitivity of 33dB. It is interesting to note that the
sensitivity to light detection reduces an average of 5dB that
means a half logarithmic unit, a very subtle reduction but
with strong negative impact in visual functions [57].
It is important to know how the sensitivity function develops during the lifespan since many visual and ocular
diseases that affects the central vision occurs with the aging
and are increasingly frequent after the age of forty’s. These
normality values should be checked in the patients with
doubt central vision diagnosis as age-related macular degeneration [58], multiple sclerosis neuropathy [59], diabetic
retinopathy [37], intoxications [20] and for a more controlled study of the early foveal involvement in glaucoma
patients [51].
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We conclude reporting aging effect in the foveal sensitivity light detection measured psychophysically suggesting
functional decrease in perceptual function guide by developmental changes. Our tolerance limits could be used by
clinicians as normative data in developmental studies or
diagnostic procedures.
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